Intel Corporation and its worldwide subsidiaries ("Intel") respect your privacy and recognize your need for adequate protection of the health-related data you may share with us. This health-related data privacy statement is supplemental ("Supplement") to the Intel® Online Privacy Notice ("Notice") and the Intel Corporate Privacy Rules ("ICPRs") and is applicable to Intel’s collection, storage, or use of health-related data.

This Supplement provides additional information about the privacy of your health-related data, including limitations on access to your health-related data, the use of de-identified or anonymized data, security safeguards including adequate encryption in storage and transfer, and cross-border transfers of your health-related data.

Access
Intel may have access to your health-related data with either your express consent or at the direction of a third party that you have authorized to share your health-related data. To the extent your health-related data is protected health information ("PHI") or its regulated equivalent in other jurisdictions, Intel will handle such PHI in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.

De-identified, Anonymized, or Aggregated Data
Intel may de-identify, anonymize, or aggregate your health-related data in compliance with applicable laws and regulations. Intel will not use nor share such information in violation of applicable laws or regulations.

Security
Intel will provide appropriate physical, technical, and administrative safeguards with respect to your health-related data and in accordance with applicable security laws and regulations. For example, when stored by Intel’s service, Intel will encrypt your health-related data both in storage and in transit.

Potential Transfer of Your Health-Related Data to Other Countries
Intel may provide health-related data management, data support, and data processor products and/or services in various countries. Intel is committed to providing these products and/or services in a physical and virtual environment in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.

Supplement Updates
This Supplement updates and supersedes any prior Intel health-related data notice. We may change this Supplement at any time. The “LAST UPDATED” section at the bottom of this page lists when this Supplement was last revised. Any changes to this Supplement will become effective when we make the revised Supplement available on or through the Intel website.

How to Contact Us
You can contact Intel by using the Contact Us form or send a letter to the mailing address listed below. Please include your contact information, name of the Intel web site or service, and a detailed description of your request or privacy concern.

Intel Corporation
ATTN: Privacy
M/S RNB4-145
2200 Mission College Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95054 USA
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